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Atomic transport in dense multicomponent metallic liquids

A. Meyer*
Physik Department E13, Technische Universita¨t München, 85747 Garching, Germany

~Received 19 June 2002; published 21 October 2002!

Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 has been investigated in its equilibrium liquid state with incoherent, inelastic neutron
scattering. As compared to simple liquids, liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 is characterized by a dense packing with a
packing fraction above 0.5. The intermediate scattering function exhibits a fast relaxation process that precedes
structural relaxation. Structural relaxation obeys a time-temperature superposition that extends over a tempera-
ture range of 540 K. The mode-coupling theory of the liquid to glass transition@mode-coupling theory~MCT!#
gives a consistent description of the dynamics that governs the mass transport in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P alloys.
MCT scaling laws extrapolate to a critical temperatureTc at about 20% below the liquidus temperature.
Diffusivities derived from the mean relaxation times compare well with Co diffusivities from recent tracer
diffusion measurements and diffusivities calculated from viscosity via the Stokes-Einstein relation. In contrast
to simple metallic liquids, the atomic transport in dense, liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 is characterized by a drastic
slowing down of dynamics on cooling and aq22 dependence of the mean relaxation times at intermediateq as
a result of a highly collective transport mechanism. At temperatures as high as 2Tc diffusion in liquid
Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 is as fast as that in simple liquids at the melting point. However, the difference in the
underlying atomic transport mechanism indicates that the diffusion mechanism in liquids is not controlled by
the value of the diffusivity but rather by that of the packing fraction.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.134205 PACS number~s!: 61.25.Mv, 61.20.Lc, 61.12.2q
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I. INTRODUCTION

We investigate microscopic dynamics in liquid Pd-N
Cu-P melts with inelastic neutron scattering. Our resu
show that Pd-Ni-Cu-P can in good approximation be
garded as multicomponent hard-sphere-like system. As c
pared to liquid alkali metals packing in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P
much more dense. As a consequence, dynamics in liq
Pd-Ni-Cu-P cannot be described by concepts developed
simple liquids. Instead, atomic transport in Pd-Ni-Cu-P me
is in excellent accordance with concepts developed in
context of glass formation.

Because of the short range nature of the interatomic
tential with a strong repulsive core, the potential in simp
metals can in good approximation be condensed to an e
tive hard-sphere radiusR.1 Therefore, the packing fraction
w5 4

3 pnR3 (n is the number density in unit volume! is an
important parameter for the discussion of the transp
mechanism.2 Liquid alkali metals are a paradigm of hard
sphere-like fluids and their microscopic dynamics have b
investigated in great detail.3,4At low packing fraction, e.g., a
temperatures well above the melting temperature, ato
transport is dominated by binary collisions. This reflects
self in a Gaussian line shape of the quasielastic neutron s
tering signal in the free particle limit towards large wa
numbersq. With increasing packing fraction, i.e., by ap
proaching the melting temperatureTm , fluid dynamics play a
more important role and towards small but finiteq the quasi-
elastic line is well approximated by a Lorentzian function3,5

Alkali melts exhibit a packing fraction of about 0.4 at th
melting point.

Colloidal suspensions6 and molecular dynamics simulate
binary metallic melts7,8 that have a significantly higher pack
ing fraction above 0.5 exhibit microscopic dynamics that
not governed by binary collisions and is typical for glas
0163-1829/2002/66~13!/134205~9!/$20.00 66 1342
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forming, molecular liquids.9–11 Their dynamics has been de
scribed by predictions of the mode-coupling theory~MCT!
of the liquid to glass transition:12 Atomic transport slows
down by orders of magnitude on a small change in tempe
ture or pressure. The slowing down of the dynamics g
along with a spread of the quasielastic line as compare
the Lorentzian found in simple liquids corresponding to
stretching in time of correlation functions over a wider tim
range than expected for an exponential decay.

Mode-coupling theory gives a microscopic explanati
for this behavior in terms of a non linear coupling of dens
fluctuations caused by feedback effects in the dense liq
Atomic transport is envisioned as a highly collective proce
At a critical packing fractionwc or a critical temperatureTc ,
MCT predicts a change in the transport mechanism fr
liquidlike flow to glasslike activated hopping processe
MCT calculations for a hard-sphere system exhibit a criti
packing fraction of 0.525.13 In a colloidal suspensionwc

.0.58 has been found.6 Whereas in alkali melts the packin
fractions are well below 0.5, new multicomponent alloys in
Zr basis14 and Pd basis15–17 at quasieutectic composition
exhibit packing fractions at the their liquidus temperatureTliq

of some 0.52.18,19 These alloys, known for their bulk glass
forming ability, exhibit viscosities at their melting temper
tures that are 2–3 orders of magnitude larger than in sim
metals and most alloys.20,21

In previous neutron scattering experiments fast dynam
in viscous Zr46.8Ti8.2Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 have been investigated
Data analysis in the framework of MCT is in full agreeme
with the predicted scaling functions and gives aTc some
20% below Tliq .22 In an experiment on viscou
Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 ~Pd40! the focus was on slow dynamics:23

The long-time decay of correlations exhibits the comm
features of glass-forming liquids, i.e., structural relaxati
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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A. MEYER PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 134205 ~2002!
obeys a stretching in time and a universal time-tempera
superposition.

Here, inelastic neutron scattering results on liqu
Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 ~Pd43! are reported. The small change
composition compared to Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 results in an im-
proved stability with respect to crystallization16—a cooling
rate as low as 0.09 K/s is sufficient to avoid crystallizati
and to form bulk metallic glass.24 This allows measurement
of transport coefficients at temperatures around the m
coupling Tc with experimental techniques that only requi
heat treatment for some minutes, e.g., rheometry20 or radio
tracer diffusion measurements.25

Compared to previous neutron scatteri
measurements22,23 a different experimental setup has be
used that covers an extended range of momentum transfeq.
This allows a detailed investigation of the fast MCTb relax-
ation and the correlation between structural relaxation
long range atomic transport. In addition, the temperat
range has been extended by several 100 K up to tempera
at which the diffusion of the atoms is of the order of that
simple monatomic metals. The results are set in context w
macroscopic transport coefficients, the dynamics in sim
liquids, and the predictions by the mode coupling theory
the liquid to glass transition.

II. EXPERIMENT

Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 was prepared from a mixture of pure e
ements by induction melting in a silica tube. The melt w
subject to a B2O3 flux treatment in order to remove oxid
impurities. Differential scanning calorimetry with a heatin
rate of 40 K/min resulted in aTg at 578 K and aTliq at 863
K in accordance with literature values.16,24 For the neutron
time-of-flight experiment a thin-walled Al2O3 container has
been used giving a hollow cylinder sample geometry of
mm in diameter and a thickness of 1 mm. During the m
surement the liquid was covered by a thin layer of11B2O3
flux material. For the chosen geometry and neutron wa
length the sample scatters less than 2%. Therefore, mul
scattering, which would alter the data especially towards
q,26 only has a negligible effect.

Microscopic dynamics in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P has been
vestigated on the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer IN 6
the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble. An incident neutr
wavelength ofl55.1 Å21 yielded an accessible wave num
ber range at zero energy transfer ofq50.7521.95 Å21 at an
energy resolution of 92meV @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!#. Regarding the scattering cross sections of the
dividual elements Pd-Ni-Cu-P is a 90% coherent scatte
However, with the first structure factor maximum atq0
.2.9 Å21 our spectra are dominated by incoherent scat
ing, that is dominated by the contributions from Ni wi
.73% and Cu with.20%.

The alloy was measured at room temperature to obtain
instrumental energy resolution function. Data were collec
in the liquid between 833 K and 913 K in steps of 40 K a
between 973 K and 1373 K in steps of 100 K with a durat
between 2 and 5 h each. At each temperature empty cell ru
were performed. The data at 833 K, 30 K below the liquid
13420
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do not show signs of crystallization, which is in accordan
with the time-temperature transformation of the undercoo
liquid.24 In order to obtain the scattering lawS(q,v) ~Fig.
1!, raw data were normalized to a vanadium standard, c
rected for self-absorption and container scattering, inter
lated to constantq, and symmetrized with respect to energ
with the detailed balance factor. Fourier deconvolution
S(q,v) and normalization to 1 fort50 gives the self corre-
lation functionF(q,t).

III. MODE-COUPLING THEORY ASYMPTOTICS

The mode-coupling theory of the liquid to glas
transition11,12 ~MCT! is developed in the well-defined fram
of molecular hydrodynamics.27 Starting with the particle
density, rW r(t)5( id„rW2RW i(t)…, i.e., the positions,RW i , of
each particle,i, at time t, the Zwanzig-Mori formalism pro-
vides an exact equation of motion for the density correlat
function,Fq(t)5^rq(t)* rq&/^urqu2&:

F̈q~ t !1Vq
2Fq~ t !1E

0

t

Mq~ t2t8!Ḟq~ t8!dt850, ~1!

whereVq represents a phonon frequency at wave numbeq
andMq(t) a correlation function of force fluctuations, whic
in turn is a functional of density correlations. The static p
of the fluctuating force is a linear combination of dens
fluctuation pairs and depends therefore only on the inte
tion potential.

Since MCT does not aim to describe the detailed mic
scopic phonon distribution, but rather to give a univer
picture of relaxational dynamics at longer times, the integ
kernel is split into

Mq~ t !5nqd~ t !1Vq
2mq~ t !, ~2!

wherenq models the damping by ‘‘fast’’ modes andmq(t)
accounts for memory effects through the coupling of ‘‘slow

FIG. 1. Scattering lawS(q,v) ~logarithmic scale! of liquid
Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 obtained on the neutron time-of-flight spectrome
IN 6. The signal is dominated by the incoherent scattering from
and Cu. The data at 300 K represent the instrumental energy r
lution. Measurements in the liquid (Tliq5863 K) show a broad
quasielastic signal.
5-2
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ATOMIC TRANSPORT IN DENSE MULTICOMPONENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 134205 ~2002!
modes. The basic idea of the mode-coupling theory of
liquid to glass transition is to consider as ‘‘slow’’ all produc
of density fluctuations. By derivation,mq(t) contains no
terms linear inFq(t). Therefore, in lowest order, it is a qua
dratic functional

mq~ t !5 (
q11q25q

Vq~q1 ,q2!Fq1
~ t !Fq2

~ t !. ~3!

In this approximation, the coupling coefficientsVq are speci-
fied in terms of the static structure of the liquid.

Equations~1!–~3! lead to the following scenario: a fas
b-relaxation process, which can be visualized as a rattling
the atoms in the cages formed by their neighboring ato
precedes a structurala relaxation, responsible for viscou
flow. At an ideal glass transition temperatureTc the transport
mechanism crosses over from glasslike activated hopp
processes to liquidlike collective motion. In other words,
Tc , the cages are no longer stable on the time scale
diffusive jump.

A common feature of structurala relaxation in glass
forming liquids is a stretching in correlation functions ove
wider time range than expected for exponent
relaxation.9,10 Experimental data in thea-relaxation regime
can usually be well described by a stretched exponen
function

F~q,t !5 f q
c exp@2~ t/tq!bq# ~4!

with an exponentbq,1. tq is the relaxation time andf q
c

,1 accounts for the initial decay of correlations due
phonons and the fast relaxation process. For temperat
aboveTc mode-coupling theory predicts a universal tim
temperature superpostion of structural relaxation resultin
a temperature independent stretching exponentbq . Many
glass-forming liquids in contrast exhibit a temperature
pendence ofb—in someb is decreasing, in others increa
ing on temperature increase.

Solutions of the mode-coupling equations for a ha
sphere system confirm that the MCTa relaxation is well
described by a stretched exponential function and Eq.~4!
becomes a special, long-time solution of mode-coupl
theory.13 For the mean relaxation times

^tq&5E
0

`

dtF~q,t !/ f q
c5tqb21G~b21!, ~5!

mode-coupling theory predicts that^tq(T)& is inversely pro-
portional to the diffusivityD(T) and obeys an asymptoti
scaling law for temperatures above but close toTc :

^tq&}1/D}@~T2Tc!/Tc#
2g. ~6!

Asymptotic expansions of Eqs.~1! and ~3! show that in
the intermediateb-relaxation regime around a crossov
time, ts , and for temperatures close toTc , the asymptotic
form of the correlation function is independent of the d
tailed structure of the coupling coefficients and exhibits
universal factorization property:
13420
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F~q,t !5 f q
c1hqgl~ t/ts!, ~7!

where f q represents the Debye-Waller factor andhq an am-
plitude. The scaling functiongl( t̃ ) is defined by just one
shape parameterl. Close toTc mode-coupling theory pre
dicts the temperature dependence ofts and hq with the
asymptotic scaling functions:

ts}~T2Tc!
21/2a and hq}~T2Tc!

1/2. ~8!

There are tables providinga, g, andgl as a function ofl.28

IV. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the scattering lawS(q,v) of liquid Pd-
Ni-Cu-P at q51.05 Å21. The signal is dominated by th
incoherent scattering from Ni and Cu.S(q,v) displays a
quasielastic line with an increasing width on temperature
crease and with wings extending up to several meV. Abo
some 3 meV the quasielastic signal merges into a consta
expected for an ideal Debye solid and found in liqu
GeO2.29 The quasielastic signal ofS(q,v) is fairly well
separated from vibrations.

A. Vibrations

There is no general understanding of the influence
phonons on the atomic transport in liquids. Whereas in m
atomic alkali melts one finds low-lying collective phono
modes that mediate mass transport,30,31,3 the mode-coupling
theory of the liquid to glass transition does not consider
detailed phonon dynamics for its description of atomic tra
port in viscous liquids@Eq. ~2!#. In particular, dynamics in
hard-sphere-like colloidal suspensions that do not exhibit
brations, are in excellent agreement with MCT prediction6

In most molecular liquids broad phonon distributio
overlap with the quasielastic signal. The phonon density
states exhibits a first maximum usually between 4 and
meV.32,33 This aggravates the theoretical description of t
relaxational dynamics. Figure 2 displays the vibrational d
sity of statesg(v) representing mainly the incoherent co
tributions of the Ni and Cu atoms of liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P
g(v) has been derived from the scattering lawS(q,v) using
a procedure that assumes pure incoherent scattering and
the multiphonon correction as described in Ref. 34.

g(v) displays a weak temperature dependence, indica
that anharmonic contributions to the interatomic potential
minor. This is in accordance with an expansion coefficient
only 431025 K21,19 which is an order of magnitude
smaller than that of most molecular glass-forming liquid
With a maximum ing(v) at some 17 meV, vibrations ar
fairly well separated from the quasielastic signal that exte
up to several meV. In addition, Pd-Ni-Cu-P does not exh
a ‘‘boson peak’’—a maximum inS(q,v) that is found in
other glasses usually at a few meV—in theq range investi-
gated. This allows a detailed investigation of the atom
transport in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P.
5-3
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B. Structural relaxation

The quasielastic signal is best analyzed in the time
main with a removal of the instrumental resolution functio
The density correlation functionF(q,t) has been obtained
by Fourier transformation of measuredS(q,v), division of
the instrumental resolution function, and normalization w
the value att50. Between 0 and.1 ps phonons and a fas
process lead to a decrease inF(q,t) from 1 towards a pla-
teau. Figure 3 displays the long-time decay ofF(q,t) at q
51.05 Å21 from this plateau towards zero in a semilogarit
mic representation.

In contrast to simple metallic liquids, liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-
exhibits a structural relaxation that shows stretching in tim
The lines are fits with the stretched exponential function@Eq.
~4!#. In a first fitting process the stretching exponentbq(T)

FIG. 2. Density of statesg(v) representing mainly the Ni and
Cu vibrations in liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20. With a maximum at some
17 meV~corresponding to some 0.04 ps! vibrations are fairly well
separated from the fast relaxational dynamics around 1 ps.
small expansion coefficient reflects itself in a weak tempera
dependence ofg(v).

FIG. 3. Normalized density correlation functionF(q,t) of liq-
uid Pd-Ni-Cu-P at 1.05 Å21 as obtained by Fourier deconvolutio
of measuredS(q,v). Structural relaxation causes the final decay
F(q,t)→0. The lines are fits a stretched exponential funct
@Eq. ~4!#.
13420
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was treated as a parameter:bq(T) varies weakly around a
meanb50.75. For the further data analysis ab50.75 was
used.

Structural relaxation described by mode-coupling the
displays stretching and a time-temperature superposition.
ing results from the fitting procedure with Eq.~4! and a
stretching exponentb50.75 master curvesF„q,(t/tq)…/ f q

have been constructed for the data in the structural relaxa
regime above some 1 ps. Figure 4 shows resca
F„q,(t/tq)…/ f q at q51.05 Å21. Over the entire temperatur
range, which spans 540 K, theF„q,(t/tq)…/ f q fall on a mas-
ter curve: a time-temperature superposition of structural
laxation holds. We note that the validity of the time
temperature superposition up to temperatures at which
transport coefficients approach that of simple liquids~Sec.
IV C! is in marked contrast to the idea that viscous liqu
exhibit a transition to a liquid with the strecthing exponentb
approaching 1 with temperature increase.

Stretching of self-correlation functions is generally fou
to be more pronounced in fragile glass-forming liquids, ch
acterized by a curved temperature dependence of viscosi
an Arrhenius plot;35 e.g., the van der Waals liquid orthote
phenyl with b.0.5.33 In an intermediate system such a
hydrogen-bond-forming glycerol ab.0.6 has been
reported.36 The stretching exponent in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-
metals compares well to the valueb.0.75 found in
covalent-network-forming sodium disilicate melts37 and indi-
cates that the Pd-Ni-Cu-P alloy might classify as a fai
strong glass-forming liquid.

Figure 5 shows rescaledF„q,(t/tq)…/ f q at 1073 K forq
values in the range between 0.75 Å21 and 1.95 Å21. Struc-
tural relaxation in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P can be described with
stretched exponential function and aq- and temperature-
independent stretching exponentb50.7560.02. bq shows a
small but systematic decrease with increasingq in agreement
with MCT calculations for a hard-sphere system.13 However,

he
e

f

FIG. 4. Rescaling of the density correlation function in thea
relaxation regime~for t.1 ps) using results from fits with a
stretched exponential function: a time-temperature superpositio
structural relaxation holds fromTliq230 K to Tliq1510 K. The line
is a fit with Eq.~4! resulting in a stretching exponentb50.75.
5-4
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ATOMIC TRANSPORT IN DENSE MULTICOMPONENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 134205 ~2002!
a small variation ofbq in the fitting procedure has n
significant effect on the resulting mean relaxation tim
@Eq. ~5!#.

C. Diffusion

In the hydrodynamic limit forq→0 one expects that th
mean relaxation timeŝtq& are indirect proportional to the
square of the momentum transferq.27 In liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P
the 1/q2 dependence holds even up to 1.9 Å21 ~Fig. 6! while
the first structure factor maximum is atq0.2.9 Å21. In liq-
uid alkali metals one observes a systematic deviation fro
q2 dependence of the quasielastic line width already aq
values that correspond to 1/10 of their structure factor ma
mum q0. This deviation is explained by low-lying phono
modes that mediate atomic transport.2,31 Mean relaxation
times for self motion in the MCT hard sphere system,
contrast, vary rather well proportionally to 1/q2 for q values

FIG. 5. Rescaling of the density correlation functionF(q,t) at
1073 K. Within the accessibleq range the stretching of the struc
tural relaxation is fairly q independent. The line represents
stretched exponential function@Eq. ~4!# with a stretching exponen
b50.75.

FIG. 6. Mean relaxation timeŝtq& of tagged particle motion in
liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20. 1/̂ tq& shows aq2 dependence as expecte
for long range atomic transport forq→0. The slope corresponds t
the self diffusion coefficientD(T).
13420
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extending even above the first structure factor maximum13

We note that mixing of hard spheres with different ra
should enforce this behavior even more. It appears that
validity of 1/̂ tq&}q2 also for intermediateq values is a sig-
nature of the atomic transport mechanism in dense liquid

The 1/q2 dependence of the mean relaxation times, a
demonstrates that structural relaxation leads to long ra
atomic transport with a diffusivity27

D5~^tq&q
2!21. ~9!

Figure 7 displays the diffusivities D in liquid
Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 as a function of 1/T. Values range from 3
61310211 m2 s21 at 833 K to 1.460.331029 m2 s21 at
1373 K. At the liquidus diffusion is about 2 orders of ma
nitude slower as compared to simple metallic liquids a
most alloys. Diffusivities in liquid Pd40 show a similar tem
perature dependence but are larger by some 20%. A sm
mobility of the atoms appears to come along with the sligh
better glass forming ability of the Pd43 alloy.

The lines in Fig. 7 represent fits with the MCTt scaling
law @Eq. ~6!# to the diffusivitiesD(T). Although Eq.~6! is
only valid close toTc , Eq.~6! allows a rough estimate of th
crossover temperatureTc and the exponentg. A fit to D(T)
of liquid Pd43 at temperatures up to 1073 K yields aTc
5700630 K and ag52.760.2. The exponentg compares
well to theg52.62 found in the MCT hard-sphere system13

The temperature dependence of the diffusivity in liquid P
Ni-Cu-P alloys is different from theD}Tn behavior~with
n.2) expected for uncorrelated binary collisions of ha
spheres4,38 and found with inelastic neutron scattering in e
panded liquid alkali metals at high temperature.39

Convection effects are a severe problem in macrosco
diffusion measurements in ordinary liquids under grav
conditions with respect to the absolute value of the s
diffusivity D and its temperature dependence. A micrograv

FIG. 7. Self-diffusion coefficientD of Ni and Cu in liquid
Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 ~closed circles! and Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 ~open circles
from Ref. 23! derived from the mean relaxation times. The lines a
fits with MCT t scaling@Eq. ~6!#. The data are well described wit
Tc5700630 andg52.760.2. For comparison57Co tracer diffu-
sion in Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 ~Ref. 25! and diffusivities calculated from
viscosity h of liquid Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 ~Ref. 21! via the Stokes-
Einstein relation@Eq. ~10!# are shown.
5-5
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A. MEYER PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 134205 ~2002!
experiment on liquid Sn showed that well above the melt
point convection even dominates the mass transport.40 The
microgravity data in liquid Sn obeyD}T2 for temperatures
betweenTm and 2Tm . Liquid Sn exhibits a packing fraction
of .0.4 as in liquid alkali metals. Inelastic neutron scatter
data are not affected by convection because it probes dyn
ics on significantly shorter times.

Diffusivities from recent 57Co tracer diffusion
measurements25 in liquid Pd43 are in excellent agreeme
with the diffusivities obtained from inelastic neutron scatt
ing ~Fig. 7!. This indicates that the mobility of Co is ver
similar to the Ni and Cu mobility observed in the incohere
neutron scattering signal and that convection effects play
significant role in the tracer diffusion experiment. The lat
is in accordance with a viscosityh that is two orders of
magnitude larger as compared to simple metallic melts.21

In simple liquids shear viscosityh and the self-diffusivity
D generally obey the Stokes-Einstein relation3,4,38

D5kbT/~6pah!, ~10!

with reasonable values for the hydrodynamic radiusa. Equa-
tion ~10! even holds in most molecular liquids.41 Figure 7
shows the diffusivityDh calculated from the viscosity dat
of liquid Pd40 ~Ref. 21! via Eq. ~10! using a51.15 Å,
which represents the Ni hard-sphere radius~Cu: 1.17 Å)
from Ref. 1. The Stokes-Einstein relation holds withDh
5D. We note thata is similar to the mean next-neares
neighbor distance displayed in the static structure factod
52p/q0.1.1 Å. In multicomponent liquids that exhibit
dense packing of hard spheres with comparable hard sp
radii one expects a similar mobility of the different comp
nents. In Pd-Ni-Cu-P the hard-sphere radii of the differ
atoms have values within 20%. Because viscous flow re
sents the dynamics of all components, the validity
Eq. ~10! in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P demonstrates that aboveTliq
the mobility of the large and numerous Pd atoms is qu
similar to the Ni and Cu atoms.42

In colloidal suspensions the mean relaxation times^t(w)&
and the inverse of the diffusivity 1/D(w) show the same
dependence as a function of the packing fraction. The sl
for ^t(w)& and 1/D(w) results in ag52.7.43 In molecular
dynamics simulations7 on NiP, in contrast, the asymptoti
MCT t scaling prediction@Eq. ~6!# is violated:^t(T)& and
1/D(T) do not exhibit the same temperature dependen
Figures 7 and 10 demonstrate that in liquid PdNiCuP Eq.~6!
holds quite well.

D. Fast b relaxation

Within the mode-coupling theory of the liquid to glas
transition, structural relaxation and therefore long ran
mass transport is preceded by a fastb-relaxation process
whose time scale is typically in the order of a picoseco
For q values well below the structure factor maximum a
incoherent scattering the amplitude of theb relaxation is
increasing with increasingq. Figure 8 displays the densit
correlation function of liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P atq51.95 Å21.
Between 0 and.0.2 ps phonons lead to a rapid decay
atomic correlations@represented by the first data point
13420
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F(q,t) in Fig. 8#, so thatF(q,t) decreases from 1 towards
plateau. On approaching this plateau a fast relaxation
clearly seen inF(q,t) through an additional intensity below
some 1 ps. The lines are fits with the MCTb scaling law
@Eq. ~7!#. For q,1.4 Å21 the limited dynamic range of the
instrument prevents data analysis in the fastb relaxation
regime. Above 973 KF(q,t) cannot consistently be de
scribed with the asymptotic scaling laws@Eqs. ~7! and ~8!#.
The dynamic range in which Eq.~7! holds increases with
decreasing temperature.

The data were fitted in a two-step procedure: starting w
an arbitrary line shape parameterl, fits to individual curves
were used to estimate the scaling factorsf q , hq , and ts ,
which physically represent the Debye-Waller factor, the a
plitude of b relaxation, and a characteristic time ofb relax-
ation. Using these values, theF(q,t) measured at differen
temperatures were superimposed onto master cu
@F(q,t/ts)2 f q#/hq . After fixing a q-independent meants ,
the fit yielded a temperature- andq-independentl50.78
60.04.

This result compares well to the hard-sphere valuel
50.766 of the numerical MCT solution,13 to the l50.77
60.04 found in liquid Zr46.8Ti8.2Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 ~Ref. 22!
and it is similar to the values in other viscous liquids.11,33

l50.78 defines an exponent of thet scaling law@Eq. ~6!# of
g52.7.28 This is consistent with the temperature depende
of the mean relaxation times that giveg52.760.2 ~Fig. 7!.

Figure 9 shows amplitudehq and time scalets of the fast
b relaxation in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P rectified according to E
~8!. The temperature dependence ofhq and ts is in accor-
dance with the MCT predictions. Bothhq andts extrapolate
to Tc5720620 K, which is close to theTc5700630 K ob-
tained via thet scaling law@Eq. ~6!#. The relaxational dy-
namics in liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 can consistently be de
scribed with the universal scaling functions of the mod

FIG. 8. Normalized time correlation functionF(q,t) of liquid
Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 in the b relaxation regime around 1 ps. The sol
lines represent fits with the MCTb scaling function@Eq. ~7!# giving
a temperature andq-independent shape parameterl50.7860.04.
Above .1 ps data are well described by a stretched exponen
function @Eq. ~4!, dashed lines#.
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coupling theory of the liquid to glass transition
temperatures up to.1.3Tc with Tc5710 K andl50.78.

E. Atomic transport mechanism

Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 exhibits an excellent glass-forming abi
ity: a cooling rate of only 0.09 K/s is sufficient to avoi
crystallization and to form a glass.24 Consequently transpor
coefficients can continuously be measured from the equ
rium liquid down to the conventional glass transition te
peratureTg . Figure 10 displays diffusivities in viscous Pd
Ni-Cu-P alloys from tracer diffusion measurements, th
cover more than 13 decades,25,44 derived from the mean re
laxation times and from viscosity19,21 calculated via Stokes
Einstein@Eq. ~10!#.

At 1373 K the diffusivity in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P is 1.4
31029 m2 s21, which is similar to diffusivities known from
monoatomic liquid metals at their respective melting te
perature. For example, close to the melting point inela
neutron scattering revealsD54.231029 m2 s21 in liquid
sodium5 and tracer diffusion under microgravity condition
D52.031029 m2 s21 in liquid tin.40 At high temperatures
the Stokes-Einstein relation holds~Fig. 7!. On lowering the
temperature diffusion slows down drastically. Time scales
viscous flow and Co tracer diffusion start to decouple in
vicinity of the mode couplingTc.710 K and differ already
by more than 3 orders of magnitude at 600 K. Also arou
Tc Co tracer diffusivities merge into an Arrhenius-type te
perature dependence@D(T)5D0 exp(2H/kBT), whereD0 is
a prefactor andH the activation enthalpy# that extends down
to the glass transition.25,44

The temperature dependence of the transport coeffici
in Fig. 10 strongly supports the MCT prediction of a chan
in the atomic transport mechanism from viscous flow
glasslike hopping atTc . There are extensive tracer diffusio
measurements in supercooled Zr46.8Ti8.2Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 at

FIG. 9. Mean amplitudê hq& ~triangles! and time scalets

~circles! of fast b relaxation in liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 rectified ac-
cording the MCT predictions@Eq. ~8!#, with an exponenta50.29
defined byl50.78. The inset shows theq dependence of the am
plitude hq between 833 K (d) and 953 K (s). Both hq and ts

extrapolate toTc5720620 K. l andTc obtained from the analysis
of the b relaxation regime are consistent withTc5700630 K and
g52.760.2 from the analysis of the meana relaxation times@Eq.
~6!#.
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temperatures between the glass transition and about 20
belowTc .45 The diffusivities of various tracers exhibit a siz
dependence: the smaller the atoms the faster they diffuse
the smaller the activation enthalpyH. In viscous
Zr46.8Ti8.2Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 the diffusivities of the various at-
oms approach each other with increasing temperature.
cause in this alloy crystallization prevents access to the t
perature range aroundTc , one cannot conclude from th
present data whether the diffusivities of the various trac
merge at the MCTTc .

The isotope effectE5(Da /Db21)/(Amb /ma21) ~diffu-
sivity D and massm of two isotopesa,b) is a measure of the
degree of collectivity of the atomic transport. For diffusio
via single jumps in dense packed latticesE is generally in the
order of unity.46 For uncorrelated binary collisions one als
expectsE→1. A vanishing isotope effect indicates a colle
tive transport mechanism involving a large number of atom
In liquid Sn an isotope effect of about 0.4 has been repor
that is increasing with increasing temperature.40 MD simula-
tions on a binary Lennard-Jones liquid demonstrate t
changes in the density in the order of 20% only result in
continuous increase inE from 0 to .0.3.47 In metallic
glasses48 as well as in supercooled Zr46.8Ti8.2Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5
~Ref. 49! and Pd40Ni10Cu30P20 ~Ref. 44! the isotope effect is
close to zero as a result of a highly collective, therma
activated hopping process. Measurements of the isotope
fect in Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 ~Ref. 25! give E.0.05 in the entire
temperature range from the glass transition to the equ
rium liquid.

The atomic transport mechanism in dense Pd-Ni-Cu-P
mains highly collective even in the equilibrium liquid in con
trast to the findings in simple metallic liquids. Viscou
Pd-Ni-Cu-P exhibits an expansion coefficient of
31025 K21.19 Between 1373 K and 833 K, the density an
therefore, assuming a temperature independent h

FIG. 10. Mass transport in Pd-Ni-Cu-P melts: At high tempe
tures diffusivities are similar to diffusivities in liquid Sn and N
close toTm ~marked by the arrows!. Time scales for viscous flow
and Co tracer diffusion start to decouple and Co tracer diffusivi
merge into an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence that ext
down to the glass transition. Both occurs in the vicinity of mo
coupling Tc . The line represents the MCTt scaling law withTc

5710 K andg52.7.
5-7
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sphere radius, the packing fraction changes only by ab
2%. This small increase in the packing fraction cause
drastic slowing down of dynamics on temperature decrea
On the other side, dense packing and the resulting collec
transport mechanism extend also to high temperatures, w
diffusivities are similar to simple metallic liquids. This ind
cates that the atomic transport mechanism in liquids is
controlled by the value of the transport coefficients but rat
by that of the packing fraction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Atomic transport in liquid Pd43Ni10Cu27P20 has been in-
vestigated with inelastic, incoherent neutron scattering. T
Pd-Ni-Cu-P melt is characterized by a packing fraction
about 0.52 that is some 20% larger as compared to m
atomic alkali-metal melts. The self-correlation functio
shows a two-step decay as known from other nonmeta
glass-forming liquids: a fast relaxation process prece
structural relaxation. The structural relaxation exhib
stretching with a stretching exponentb.0.75 and a time-
temperature superpostion that holds for temperatures as
as 2Tc . The relaxational dynamics can consistently be d
scribed within the framework of the mode-coupling theory
the liquid to glass transition with a temperature- a
q-independent line shape parameterl.0.78. Universal
MCT scaling laws extrapolate to a critical temperatureTc
.710 K some 20% below the liquidus.

Diffusivities derived from the mean relaxation times com
e
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.
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pare well with Co diffusivities from tracer diffusion mea
surements. AboveTc diffusivities calculated from viscosity21

via the Stokes-Einstein relation are in excellent agreem
with the diffusivities measured by tracer diffusion25 and neu-
tron scattering. In contrast to simple metallic liquids t
atomic transport in dense liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P is characteri
by a drastic slowing down of dynamics on approachingTc
and aq22 dependence of the mean relaxation times at in
mediateq as a result of a highly collective transport mech
nism in the dense packed liquid. At temperatures as hig
2Tc diffusion in liquid Pd-Ni-Cu-P is as fast as in simp
monatomic liquids at their melting points. However, the d
ference in the underlying atomic transport mechanism in
cates that the diffusion mechanism in liquids is not c
trolled by the value of the diffusivity but rather by that of th
packing fraction.
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